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SUMMARY 
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During the period of June 1992/ July 1992, there is a high 
p~pility-t~atthe~eEf:;:~na_l_~!:Ymay trave,l to IfSoholt an area~nown 
~r 1ts pohem1an atmospnere and located 1n LondQn, England. The 
target personality is entertaining the thought oJEimpersonating a 
female tourist traveling on a fake passport to gain access to 
England. The purpose of the travel is to commit a terrorist act 
against the (Western) establishment or a representative of that 
establishment. 

The word "Oahuah" (and variations thereto previously surfaced) 
appeared to be an attempt to describe a location in SQPo or an 
associate, a second terrorist who would be met in Soho. 
(Efforts will be made to refine this data in a future session). 

(The word "linoleum" also surfaced but 
target personality needs to be determined at a 
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Target personality will be traveling during the third week 

of May through June and July 1992. He may be traveling in 

disguise and in the company of a female. 

There is a tentative itinerary based on plans and intentions 

to travel to Baghdad, Iraq. From Iraq, he will travel to the 

Iranian/Afghanistan border at a location west of Herat, 

Afghanistan. 

He will also travel to the southern border of the so called 

neutral zone in Saudi Arabia. 

Target personality will travel to Botswana and possibly 

Tanzania. 

He will also travel to the northwest part of Sudan near Al .. 
Khandaq. 

The names ao£oll and "Ohaua" phonetically surfaced to 

reflect names of persons or regions associated with the target 

personality. 
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